
January 2nd 2024

6:00 PM – Call for Meeting & Attendance and NEW Quorum (M2 class on dedicated and
excused per Constitution)

Quorum has been set at 20 members due to excused absences for M2 dedicated students

Quorum has been met

6:05 PM – Guest Speakers/Presentations (1 hr)

1. [Presentation] OSR AAMC Presentation







Question: With the luxury of time, how do we implement these policies?

Schedule with Dr. Sprague to discuss these strategies/this data, and how to implement them
in a timely fashion?

I think this is a great idea, I’m not positive in terms of how the admissions process has
changed since my admission, but a review of current practices, and how to work with other
institutions

I think that working with LOA and DEI conversations, someone such as you would be a
great representative in multiple areas

UW process?

They did discuss this, and have a high attention to local talent, which is unique.
Especially community colleges, and aggregating GPA and MCAT score which has been shown
to be a better metric for STEP 1 or Med School academic success. In terms of that, this is the
unique part, and making sure that they attract local talent. They just have some very attractive
practices, and will be sure to implement these moving forward











Question: Convo with an M! Who was a biosystems engineer, AI in the clinical setting will
likely be in specific specialties. Example, we don’t have scopes in IM. Did they mention
anything regarding radiology and AI?

Did not hear anything specific, but this is part of the discussion. Can we expand AI
outside of these domains where it intuitively makes sense (Rads, Path, etc.). There is a large
discussion about “Medicine as an art” and how it cannot be taught, and you can’t code how to
perform it.

Reminding me of the writers guild, and the terror over AI movie scripts. I’m curious to
know why the research trends towards why doctors will be replaced and not towards repairing
the flaws that currently exist within AI.

I would encourage exploration into where and how money plays into this discussion. It
takes a lot of money to pay trained individuals versus just having a robot do it.

Thank you for looking more into this topic. Have you heard anything more about how AI and
these tools will be used to help study strategies? Especially with the level of training that AI
requires to use, but how can it be used to personalize med ed or study plans, and how can
students use this more on a personal basis?

I was unable to attend that conference but I did request that paper, waiting on receipt.
But I think these questions happen when you have a business driven endeavor. When you
have individuals focus on decreasing the bottom line versus peoples health. The question is
rarely “how can we do this” instead of “should we be doing this? Or how can we do this in a
safe and humane way?” I know outside of healthcare, a lot of the discussion is people using



AI in place of learning the material. And one solution I saw, or incorporation, is using AI as
part of their homework and then correct AI. So the challenge is not “avoid AI” but “use AI and
be able to identify when and where AI is wrong”. So this could be a large area in correcting
data bias, especially in the aforementioned study.

One last thing, since the goal was applicable goals within our curriculum, would you be
interested in presenting this to the Tech committee and advocating something to incorporate
WSUSOM in the conversation?

Absolutely!

Could we add these OSR presentations for the senate website so that future EXEC classes
can use this information in their own future goals?

For sure, and everyone should have our contact information to distribute this info as
needed

7:05 PM – New Business (0 minutes)

1. None

7:05 PM – Old Business (10 Minutes)

1. [Discussion] Apparel Sale (5 min)



In discussions with other organizations, this has not been an issue of the “License fee”. So
we will continue to discuss, why we weren’t made aware of this prior, and where this came
from.

There was one email that was given that gave prices prior to our marking up. And an
amount was stated that did not reflect this $700 fee. Only a discussion with Wayne Admin. So
even if they refuse to refund, we should argue for a contract to prevent this from happening
with other orgs.

I pulled up the invoices from a prior sale, with some mention of “royalties” but it was not to
this amount.

We can go back, especially with BSO and other orgs, and take our business elsewhere.

The License fee should not be allowed, as this fee should already be covered by the
main campus. This is not precedented that the fee comes from the students or the orgs
themselves. Last time this occurred, they stated that any issue would be a slight upcharge.

The major problem we have is where this payment is coming from, and why the
students should suffer.

Regardless, and why we didn’t do it with other distributors, so if they get a non-profit
then they can utilize the sale for a write off.



Regardless, I don’t believe we should do this sale again with this provider unless we can
determine their practices. And we can give this to any vendor, correct? As it is not UGP
property.

That is correct, this is our property so should have no issues on that front.

2. [Discussion] LOA (Leave of Absence) survey update (5 min)

A lot of data that presents

I love this survey, and I’m disappointed in a lot of the response.s I think one area, it can be
very helpful to talk about these ideas in an open forum, and the school has not created a
space to create community. I know for at least the people that would be returning to the
Co2026, they have a lull prior to clerkships. So perhaps inviting these poep in a dialogue at
this time. One could be for the Uworld extension, which you have to activate right away which
may not be ideal for students. This could be expanded in an open forum

I would need to clarify, because I don't’ believe we were able to get the names of the
listserv. So to get this info could be complicated

So then we could reach out through damon. And get that info

Great, and we could tell them this is not required, but simply a space to encourage
solutions

I think that maybe one of the more important things to advocate for is academic resources
WHILE they are on LOA, and the individuals were let alone to study which has impaired their
ability. Like how are you expected to do it again with LESS resources? Even if the school
could offer tutoring or other resources it could be helpful. And this survey shows that. I just
think we need to offer that support, but from my experience it is not enough at this point.

I did state something to the deans, and they discussed that med school is a train. And I
demonstrated that LOA is not “getting off” but “getting kicked off and asked to jump back on
a moving train”

Ok so my question is less about academic resources, but rather it was other resources that
they needed in order to do well. So can we also make sure to look into students and make
sure they connect with their original class as well? Because there is a sense of loss and
having opportunities to connect with both their prior class and their new class. I’m not sure
what body is responsible, but just doing mental health checks to ensure these students are
doing well.

I’m very proud of this senate as it’s the first time we’re analyzing this critically,, but
making sure that we are being part of the solution for these LOA students. You don’t stop
being a Wayne student, why would we continue to deprive you of those resources and
community that you’ve built?



So are you eligible for CAPS services since you are not a Wayne Student? So a solution could
be that the “Masters of counseling” called MHOC, who are able to take on patients. ONly
downside is the sessions are recorded for grading. But it’s free for all members of the detroit
community, so could be an option

We offer our admin solutions, but they have to be the ones to take it

Also as well, even if there are all these resources, they are not available right away. Info
is given by hand me down or trickle in. There should be a handbook that lists these resources.
So the lack of resources could be a major stress source for these students as well.

Agreed, a lot of these students say that the school takes weeks to reach out.

Just real quickly, there is a handbook that is slowly getting released. And I think that
having an LOA session to show these students would be helpful. So getting information from
these students could be very helpful.

Hey all, happy new years by the way. So in talking with individuals who have taken LOAs, my
understanding is that the school gathers these people and brings them together. SO I think we
need better info as to where this breakdown occurs. This community has to be maintained
naturally, like the school can’t force it. So this community is important, but we need to know
how and what is happening

Our advocacy would be stronger with anecdotal data, and hopefully come up with more
tangible solutions moving forward.

I think that it could be helpful for OSR to back, is that at other schools students who fail STEP
are still allowed to continue into clerkships

So we have brought this up with the admin and are getting pushback. So lit review of
other schools, and getting data, that other schools are not doing this. Other schools are
“LCME allows that? HOW?” The Goal is to present this data to Dr. Steffes, but we need this
data first.

Can you go through the application process without STEP 1 or 2?

Technically yes, but again it is not recommended and it would seriously put you back as
an applicant

In terms of a lit review, one way to strengthen this is how these students do continuing with
clerkships after STEP fails. And also, as an MD-PHd, the leave into thePHD is where a lot of
transition issues arise. Jamie Kreuger is a great resource for this, as she coordinates with us.

I think that this is both ways, but I can figure it out. Especially for the financial and
academic aspect

For these students that Fail STEP 1 and then continue clerkship, when do they take this?



So other schools take time from 4th year and then can start clerkships later. So not as
many electives but still

DETOUR ABOUT UOFM CURRICULUM

So yea I think a lot of just needing a few extra weeks, you can draw from your fourth year. The
issue is a culture issue, since we are so large we are very standardized. We can put this as a
quote, “There is one train stop where you can get on and off for the third year” and I think that
this is a very detrimental view of clerkships. I also just remember something about whether
you take a personal or medical leave of absence, you need to state it before december, so if
you take it after this date, does it still count as an academic LOA? Also credits are so made
up, like they do it for CRISP, why are they even a thing to “enroll in a class?” Like the school
can make this up

I think this is a financial issue, but I see your point

So why can we not just delay the start of third year? And just take a surgery clerkship
or something during 4th year and have less electives?

I think the issue, and this is pervasive, is that the school does not have the money in
order to support a quality education if the payments are not standardized.

7:15 PM – Internal & External & Ad Hoc Committee Reports (25 min)

1. [Discussion] Social Committee updates: Gala (5 min) - Tabled

2. [Discussion] Financial Committee updates: Gala (10 min) - Tabled

3. [Discussion] GEIM Committee updates and agenda planning (10 min)

7:40 PM – Executive Senate Reports (10 min)

RUN FOR EXEC, IT DON”T MATTER WHO BUT WE NEED THIS

1. [Discussion] President Update: Exec Elections and senate mentoring

M4 discussion for all the M3s!!! Please come and figure it all out - MAtch, 4th year scheduling,
etc

7:50 PM – Class Senate Reports (5 minutes)

1. Class of 2027

Lampoon skits, purchase tickets for GALA

SERVICE HOURS, deadline

2. Class of 2025



Good luck on LAST ROTATION OF M3!

Need to meet with faculty

Peer2Peer this friday

3. Class of 2024

Register for

73 o match 143 to grad

7:55: Adjourn


